MOPPING EQUIPMENT

Mop Head

Looped Mop Heads
Winger Narrow Band

Excellent absorbency and release characteristics.
Made from a high-quality synthetic yarn blend. True
weight mop. Reinforced stitching in band – 4 lines of
Quad Core stitching for maximum strength. Can
withstand harsh chemicals. Not Launderable.

Made from Anti-Shrink synthetic blended yarns that
can withstand repeated launderings. Looped ends to
maximize the mopping area and prevent mop from
fraying. Tailband prevents the yarn from tangling.
Highly resistant to chemicals and disinfectants. True
weight Mop.

Smoothie Finishing
Mop Head

Lint free finishing mop will leave your floors streak
free and with approximately 25% more shine due to
its unique lint free yarn. Allows mop to cover a larger
floor area. Leaving more finish on the floor.

Yacht Mop

Made from Anti-Shrink synthetic blended yarns.
Securely fasten to a hardwood handle by a plasmetal
connector. Great for general purpose mopping.

HMOP12

12 OZ

HMOP16

16 OZ

HMOP20

20 OZ

HMOP24

24 OZ

HMOP32

32 OZ

WIN16

16 OZ

WIN20MA

20 OZ

WIN24

24 OZ

WIN32

32 OZ

SMOOTH

20 OZ

YAT08MA

10 OZ

YAT12MA

12 OZ

YAT16MA

16 OZ

PRO14WH

EA

WOD54MA

EA

MFF18

FRAME

MFHAN

HANDLE

MFPB18

18" PAD

Lightweight handle is of re-enforced high impact

Mop Handle Snap N Go plastic. Designed to handle any size mop. Simply
snap lever open to insert new mop.

Mop Handle Wood 54" Wooden handle with zinc plates quick change head

18" Microfibre Mopping
System

Premium split nylon/polyester blend microfiber provides
optimal damp mopping performance. Dense 3-5 micrometer
quality fiber removes more dust, dirt, and microbes than
conventional cleaning products. Advanced hook and loop
backing holds up under harsh laundering conditions and
attaches pads more securely.
Double finished edges retain mop shape with use over time.
Telescopic threaded handle up to 79”.

Bucket & Wringer Jr.
Sidepress

Durable stain resistant construction. Slide out water
divider. Not for commercial use.

BUC21MA

21 QT

Bucket & Wringer

Bucket features moulded graduations to facilitate
accurate measurements. 3" casters. Wringer is
designed to effectively wring all wet mops from 12-32
oz.

HCOM40

35 QT.

Bucket & Wringer
Combo

Bucket features a moulded graduations to facilitate
accurate measurements. 3" casters. Wringer is
designed to effectively wring all wet mops form 12-32
oz.

COM40MA

40 QT

UNGER

32 QT

OMNI

KIT

OMNIREF

16" REFILL PAD

SWB14MA

14 L

Unger Dual Bucket
32qt. Grey

Unger OmniClean Dual
Flat Mop Buckket Kit

Dual-compartment bucket system that separates
clean and dirty water. Easy to read fill guide for
accurate chemical dilution. Empty using a rearmounted dump spout or quick-release drain spout
(32Qt)

Unger OmniClean professional floor cleaning system
features dual bucket technology to separate clean
and dirty water, ensuring the charge bucket always
stays clean. The innovative scrub board removes
debris from the mop pad and isolates it in the dirty
water bucket. A unique wringer agitates the remaining
debris off the mop pad and leaves you with a clean
mop. With Omniclean, you will always mop with clean
water! Kit includes (1) Excella Straight Pole
OmniClean w/Storage Clip (1) Mop Pad Holder (2)
Microfiber Pads (1) SmartColor rectangular labels (1)
Carriage with Wringer (2) Gray Bucket (1) Gray
Bucket Handle (1) Gray Bucket Scrub Board (1) Blue
Charge Guide (1) Blue Bucket Handle (1) Straight
Carriage Handle (4) Casters

Double Bucket with
Sliding Wringer

Our high impact plastic utility buckets feature a sturdy
handle for easy carrying.
Snap-on cone wringer is ideal for yacht mops and
other small mops.

360 Easy Spin Mop
with Pedal

Clean any hard surface with ease! Control the level
of moisture in the mop. Wash & dry the superabsorbent mop in the same bucket.

SPIN - COMPLETE W 2
PADS

SPINREF

EA

